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Abstract
The agricultural sector has many problems achieving the desired yield in
products because of pathogens, viruses, pesticides, herbicides, temperature,
soil moisture, among others. Nanotechnology, along with other sciences, has
emerged in industry and society due to the interest in solving problems such
as those mentioned above, in order to serve the needs of the world population. The present review discusses the principal topics about Nanobiotechnology, such as generalities, applications, aspects that can be improved and
perspectives, beside its influence in the agriculture industry.
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1. Introduction
Nanotechnology is present in almost all areas of our daily life and is recognized
by the European Commission as one of the six “Key Enabling Technologies” that
contribute to sustainable competitiveness and growth in many areas of industrial
application [1]. There are a variety of concepts about nanotechnology in the literature, however, it can be defined as a novel, innovative and interdisciplinary
science field that involves the designing, development and application of materials and devices at molecular level in nanometric scale [2]. In other words, it is a
field of applied science and technology which deals/involves in manipulating
matter and its atoms and molecules with the purpose of fabricating materials,
devices and systems with new characteristics that can improve their applications
[3]. The principle of Nanotechnology is to work atom by atom, with the purpose
of obtaining structures with new molecular organization and through this, to
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exploit these properties and develop innovative devices [4].
On the other hand, biotechnology uses the techniques of biology in order to
manipulate molecular, genetic and cellular processes to develop products and
services and it can be used in diverse fields from medicine to food and agriculture [5].
Having said that, the Nanobiotechnology is the integration of nanotechnology, biotechnology and also chemical and physical processing, material science
and system engineering with the aim of obtaining new products previously
modified at nanoscale that may have improved conditions with respect to the
conventional materials [6].
Due to the new chemical, physical and biological properties of nanomaterials
and nanoparticles, they have been rapidly exploited in many areas such as agriculture, food, medicine, pharmacy, electronics, material science and energy sectors among others [2] [6].
For many countries, agriculture sector is very important for their economy,
including more than 60% of the population which depends upon agriculture to
earn their livelihood directly or indirectly [1].
Agriculture is one of the most important and stable sector because it produces
and provides raw materials, mainly for food and feed industries. The limit of
natural resources (production land, water, soil), the growth of the population in
the world, the increasing global food security and the climate change, claim the
agricultural development to be economically further, viable, environmentally
and efficiently [2] [5]. For the agriculture, the change in properties is thanks to
the possibility to manipulate, change and reduce the atomic and molecular size,
what allows to change the interactions between molecules and hence, have materials with new characteristics. The new properties and possibilities of nanotechnology in this area are high reactivity, sensitivity, enhanced bioavailability and
bioactivity, adherence effects and different surface effects [7].
Now, after years of green revolution and decline in the agricultural products
ratio to world population growth, it is obvious the necessity of employing new
technologies in the agriculture industry. Modern technologies such as bio and
nanotechnologies can play an important role in increasing the annual production and improving the quality of food produced by farmers. Many believe that
modern technologies will secure growing world food needs as well as deliver a
huge range of environmental, health and economic advantages [3].
The need of new science and technology interventions have allowed to revolutionize the agricultural industry with novel tools for the molecular management
of diseases, rapid disease detection, enhancing the ability of plants to absorb nutrients, improving agricultural productivity and efficiency with lower cost and
less waste, among others [4] [8].
To conclude, the objective of this investigation is to elaborate a review about
nanotechnology in the agriculture sector, learn about its generalities, important
applications and aspects that can be improved.
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History
The concept of “Nanoscience” has been attributed to Laureate Richard Feynman
in 1959 and the term “Nanotechnology” was used for the first time in 1974 by
Norio Taniguchi of the Tokyo Science University [7]. After that, the development of nanotechnologies has been attributed to two inventions that have revolutionized imaging and manipulation of nanoscale objects: The Scanning
Tunneling Microscope (STM) invented in 1981 and the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) in 1986. These instruments practically opened the door for scientists to the “nanoworld” and since these discoveries the studies in nanotechnology don’t cease to increase in the innovations in electronics and also in the use
of nanoparticles in many areas [9].
On the other hand, the studies about nanotechnology in agriculture started
growing for industrial applications nearly half a century ago, nevertheless, the
impulse to other scientists for its use is attributed to recently reports published,
which are focused on identifying the research areas that should be found and also on set the agenda for nanotechnology research in agricultural applications,
which became the principal guiding force for many nations that have agriculture
as primary occupation of the population [10].

2. Applications in Agriculture
Nowadays, the world’s population is growing very rapidly, and it is expected to
reach 8.5 billion by 2030 [11], which means that the demand for food, natural
resources like water, land to establish cities and cultivate, will also increase [12].
In the same matter, the climate change due to the pollution has caused a very
negative impact on the crop production [12]. In that sense, the food industry
needs to come up with quick and novel alternatives in order to fulfill the heavy
demand for food and the shortage of land and water.
Currently, some of the solutions to cope with those problems have been the
use of fertilizers, pesticides and genetically modified organisms (GMO) [13].
Nevertheless, the indiscriminate use of chemical compounds to increase the crop
production or efficiency, has caused serious issues like heavy soil, air and water
contamination, human and animal diseases and destabilization of the ecosystems [12] [14]. For example, related to the overuse of pesticides, many of the
pests that affect the crops have developed resistance, analogous to the bacterial
antibiotic resistance, which causes that the farmers tend to use more quantity
and stronger pesticides, some of them being quite toxic [15].
With that being said, bio and nanotechnology now comes into play, as innovative technologies that may have the solutions to many of the issues that the
humans and agricultural industry have been facing [1] [6] [13]. As an illustration, Table 1 shows some of the main materials used in agriculture that have
been developed using nanometric technologies [15] [16] [17].

2.1. Nanofertilizers
Like mentioned above, fertilizers are chemical substances, like urea, ammonium
DOI: 10.4236/jbnb.2019.102007
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Table 1. Nano materials used nowadays in agriculture [15] [16] [17].
Material

Purpose

Magnetic carbon coated nanoparticles

Controlled released herbicide and Smart
agrochemical delivery system used in several
plants such as tomato, sunflower and pea

Polyhydroxybutyte-co-hydroxyvalerate
microspheres with atrazine
(about 13 nm)
Inorganic Zn-Al layered double
hyroxide (ZAL) as release agent

Nano controlled release system of
2-4-dichlorophenoxyacetate used as herbicides

Porous hollow silica nanoparticles

Nano controlled release system
of wáter soluble pesticide

CNT conjugated with INF24
oligonucleotides
Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs)

Reduce rust disease and control pathogens

Amphotericin B nanodisks

Treatment of fungal pathogens (proved in vitro)

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)

Delivery of DNA during transformation of plant cells
Plant growth promoting rhizobacteria

salts, phosphates, among others, used to increase the crop production, as they
facilitate the access to nutrients required for growing [13] [15]. However, in order to achieve the enormous required amount of food, farmers have resorted to
the use of conventional fertilizers at high rates and long periods of time, which is
the main anthropogenic factor that has caused the eutrophication of coastal and
freshwater ecosystems [18].
In that way, different approaches have been developed to deal with this issue.
One of them is the creation of nanofertilizers, that are either nanomaterials that
can supply nutrients to the plant, or those that act as enhancers of the traditional
fertilizers, but do not directly provide the nutrients [18]. For example, nanoparticles made out of hydroxyapatite, TiO2, SiO2, or even carbon nanotubes [13].
In regards of the uptake mechanism by the plants, there are two main mechanisms [18]. The first consists on the nanoparticle entering directly into the
plant cells through pores on the cell wall, in this case, the size of the nanoparticle
needs to be smaller than the pore size (5 to 20 nm) [18]. The seconds involves
the dissolution of the nanoparticles, which are absorbed through the roots of the
plant and release the nutrients as soluble ions [18]. Also, the advantage of using
nanoparticles is that the dissolution of these in water or soil is higher compared
to the conventional fertilizers, because of its smaller particle size and higher specific surface area [18].
Another strategy has been the development of biofertilizers, in which are used
beneficial microorganisms that are able to convert organic matter into compounds that are nutritional for the plant and, at the same time, maintain the soil
fertility and its natural habitat [15]. Nevertheless, this approach has a few drawbacks, like short shelf life, lack of suitable carrier materials, high temperature
and desiccation sensitivity [15]. Therefore, in order to overcome those issues,
DOI: 10.4236/jbnb.2019.102007
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polymeric nanoparticles for coating to resist desiccation, might be a great application [15]. For example, scientists have investigated the interaction between
gold nanoparticles (GNPs) and plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR)
[17]. The results showed a significant increase on growth for some of the strains
tested, like P. fluorescens, P. elgii and B. subtilis, hence, GNPs have great potential as nano-biofertilizers [17].

2.2. Nanopesticides
Some materials contain elements in the nanometer size that claims novel properties associated with these small size, in this way, nanopesticides are defined as
any formulation that includes this type of modified materials to generate more
efficient products. Since materials vary their properties depending on their size,
there is a wide range of nanopesticides that cannot be considered as a single category. For example, some of them are made of organic ingredients like polymers
and, in the other hand, some nanopesticides may have inorganic ingredients like
metal oxides. It should be noted that the nanomaterials were introduced into
pesticides in various forms (particles and micelles); and this nanometric materials are introduced into pesticides to release the active ingredient more slowly
and in a selectively way to increase the solubility of the poorly soluble active ingredient o thereby protect the ingredient against premature degradation [19].
In these days, resist environmental conditions such as sun, heat, rain, to be
transported through the target and penetrate efficiently the organism (fungus,
insect, etc) or to resist defense of the pest/pathogen, are some of the more important characteristics of an ideal pesticide. Even so, pesticides do not have such
good chemical characteristics, that is why, now nanomaterials are implemented
in this products. Likewise, it has been observed that in economic terms, introducing nanoparticules into pesticides provide monetary, social and environmental benefits by formulating more controlled modes of action. To achieve
this, nanomaterials have potential for developing safer chemical pesticide formulations for applications in the field.
Another point to take into account is that nanotechnology has been incorporated into pesticides through the use of nanosuspensions, nanoparticles and polymeric nanoparticles. Nowadays, these forms of introduction into the nanopesticides have been tested to observe their efficiency and effectiveness [15].
Among the main nanomaterials used to improve the properties of pesticides
are found the iron oxide nanoparticles and gold nanoparticles, they are mostly
used because their easily way to be synthesized. According to the size, the pharmacokinetic parameters can be altered shape and functionalization of the surface
of the nanomaterials [20]. That is why, nanotechnology can take an important
part in the development of sustainable agriculture, since this technology can
control the delivery of nutrients and monitoring the water quality used in this
field [5]. As a consequence, it is important to encourage the use and spread of
nanomaterials in this aspect.
DOI: 10.4236/jbnb.2019.102007
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Nanopores open up opportunities for agriculture by the improvement of new
productivity using research in nanotechnology. For example, Zeolites are nanocapsules of water, herbicides or fertilizers used for efficient dosing and slow release of the vector for pest management. The manipulation of nanoparticles
makes possible the arrangement of atoms, modifying shapes, sizes and functions.
This allows the manufacture of advanced objects such as Zeolites for the controlled release of active agents such as pesticides [21].
Reducing waste and labor costs are some of the benefits that nanotechnology
promises by streamlining agricultural management. Therefore, nanopesticides
increased average crop yield by 20%, sunflower by 50%; rice by 35% and cucumber by 25%. Nowadays, some researches shows that nano-iron oxide pesticides increased rice yields by 25% and soybean yields increased 48% [22].
2.2.1. Management of Insect Pest
Nanoscale science and engineering have an important role in the creation of
agricultural system for the generation of safer food under more controlled production. Although commercial advances and technological impacts are limited
due to the relative novelty of the use of nanotechnology in agriculture and food
systems, some encouraging results have been obtained. From the perspective of
food safety, nanotechnology has a lot to offer, such as the control of insect pests
[23].
Insects are one of the most known animal species around the world. They are
found in all types of environment. Insects fed on all kinds of plants including
crop plants, forest trees, medicinal plants and weeds. They also infest the food
and other stored products in warehouses, bins, storage structures and packages
causing huge amount of loss to the stored food and also deterioration of food
quality [6].
The effectiveness of metal nanoparticles against plants pathogens, insects and
pests were proven in previous studies. Hence, nanoparticles can be used in the
preparation of new formulations like pesticides, insecticides and insect repellants
[6] [15].
2.2.2. Antifungal Properties of Nanomaterials
The efficiency of nanoparticles on the control of the growth of some bacteria and
fungi on plants has been proven. New Silver nanoparticles (SNPs) have been
studied as pesticides for fungal and bacterial control; this is because by having
such a small size they are able to penetrate the wall and cell membrane in large
scale in biological processes. The antibacterial activity of silver ions has been well
established. These SNPs have fungistatic, bacteriostatic and plasmonic properties
that are eco-friendly inhibitors against plant-pathogens compared with synthetic
fungicides [24]. SNPs can attack membranes and structures denaturing cell. This
nanomaterial disrupts transport systems, such as ion efflux, causing a rapid accumulation of silver ions, interrupting cellular processes such as respiration and
metabolism by reacting with the molecules [24] [25].
DOI: 10.4236/jbnb.2019.102007
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In the same way, in terms of nanotechnology, studies have been published on
copper nanoparticles and copper oxide nanoparticles for the phytopathological
and phytosanitary application [26]. Another nanoparticle used to control fungal
pathogens is the chitosan, a natural compound that has several applications in
biology, because of its capacity of being biodegradable, safe and non-toxic, environmentally friendly and low-cost production. Some investigations found that
chitosan has antifungal properties because the interaction between amino groups
of chitosan and negative charges of the macromolecules at the outside of the
fungal cell wall [27].

2.3. Nanosensors
Agricultural production continues to be constrained by biotic and abiotic factors. For instance, insect pests, diseases and weeds cause considerable damage to
agricultural production [6]. Regarding this, Nanotechnology has allowed the use
of nanosensors, which are sophisticated instruments that can respond to physical, chemical or biological aspects and transfer that response into a signal that
can be used by humans, allowing to detect many factors due to drought, temperature, insect or pathogen pressure, or lack of nutrients [5]. Many years ago the
people used traditional techniques such as gas or liquid chromatography and
mass spectroscopy instead of nanosensors, however, these devices have the advantages of being small, portable, sensitive with real-time monitoring, precise,
quantitative, reliable, accurate, reproducible, robust and stable. Because of that,
an alternative to analytical methods could not only improve the efficiency in the investigations but also reduce the cost associated with the traditional methods; the
unique and different characteristics of nanomaterials, such as size/shape-dependent
optical property, easy and fast turning in surface properties and catalytic functions are very useful for the signal generation and signal amplification [28] [29].
Moreover, the possibility of on-site monitoring allow farmers to closely monitor
environmental conditions for plant growth and crop protection and also can
contribute to increase the productivity and decreased the use of agrochemicals
such as antibiotics, pesticides and nutrients by early intervention; besides that,
people can utilize inputs more efficiently by indicating the nutrient or water status of crop plants over fine spatial and temporal scales and through this, apply
nutrients, water, or crop protection (insecticide, fungicide or herbicide) only
where and when necessary [5] [15].
These smart sensors in the agriculture sector are considered a powerful tool
for track detect and control animal and plant pathogen, mainly because the devices help in the detection of chemical contaminants, virus and bacteria in agricultural systems, nutrient content and plant stress [20].
Some specific applications of these sensors in agriculture are the MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) that through microelectronic circuits are capable of sensing and monitoring temperature and moisture in soil, to diagnose oil
disease (caused by infecting soil microorganisms, such as viruses, bacteria and
DOI: 10.4236/jbnb.2019.102007
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fungi) via the quantitative measurement of differential oxygen consumption in
the respiration of good microbes and bad microbes in the soil. Also biosensors
are developed, using photosystem II, known to bind several groups of herbicides
and chemicals, among others [7].
Through the development of new devices, farmers and population will be benefited in aspects such as economic gain, reduced environmental pollution and
lower labor costs [30].

2.4. Nanobiosensors
Physical and chemical new properties of nanoscale materials are also exploitable
in the development of biosensors. Nanomaterials are used in biosensors with the
purpose of improve their sensitivity and efficiency through new signal transduction technologies [5]. Nanosensors with immobilized bioreceptor which is selective for target analyte molecules are called nanobiosensors. In other words, this
is a modified version of a biosensor that incorporates a biological derived sensitized element linked to a physical-chemical transducer. This device integrates a
biological element with an electronic component to yield a measurable signal
and in the other hand, the biological recognition is through the transducer
process [5] [31].
The conventional nanobiosensors have three principal components (Figure
1). The probe or biologically sensitized elements such as enzymes, antibodies,

Figure 1. Principle of a nanobiosensor [31].
DOI: 10.4236/jbnb.2019.102007
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tissues, microorganisms (pathogens), nucleic acids, among others, which have
the function of receive signals from the sample and transmit it to a transducer.
The transducer measures physical changes occurring at the biological receptor. After that, the device transforms that energy into measurable electrical
emission. The detector, catches the signal from the transducer and then it is
passed to a microprocessor where are amplified and analyzed. Finally, the data is
transferred to a display and the user can observe the results [31].
Due to investigations that have been carried out in the last years, nanobiosensors can be classified into many types such as mechanical, optical, electronic,
viral, probes encapsulated by biologically localized embedding (PEBBLE), nanoshell and enzyme-based nanobiosensors (Table 2). The use of each type of
nanobiosensor depends on the analyte, for example, biosensors are used for the
detection of phenols, polyaromatic compounds, halogenated pesticides and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) while electrochemical sensors can be used as
chemical gas sensors [32].
Their applications include detection of analyte like urea, glucose, pesticides,
also the monitoring of metabolites and detection of various microorganisms/pathogens [7]. Regarding the latter, one example is a novel microbial detection technology based on silica nanoparticles has been developed in the last
years. The NPs (60 nm) are filled with a fluorescent dye and conjugated to an
antibody specific to a surface antigen of the microbe of interest [15]; this method
Table 2. Types of nanobiosensors used in agricultural sector [30] [31] [32] [33].

DOI: 10.4236/jbnb.2019.102007

Type of nanobiosensor

Samples

Advantages

Mechanical

Nanocantilever, acoustic
biosensors

Highly mass sensitive, more the size
decreases, more the mass reduces

Optical

Surface plasmon resonance
(SPR), LSPR, FRET, SERS,
evanescent field based
devices, photonic
crystal devices

Extremely sensitive, small
volumes required,
remarkable optical properties

Nanowire

Boron-doped silicon
nanowires (SiNWs)

Analyte independent, sensitive,
real time and quantitative fashion,
biological and chemical
species can be used.

Electronic

Lab on a chip

Each chip contains multiple sensors,
hence different target DNA
molecules can be addressed

PEBBLE

Poly
(decyl methacrylate)-based
fluorescent PEBBLE

Monitoring inter and intracellular
ions and molecules in real time,
high reversibility and stability to
leaching and photo bleaching.

Nanoshell

Gold nanoshells

Rapid assays, enhance
chemical sensing

Enzyme-based

4-Hydroxyphenylpyruvate
Dioxygenase Enzyme

Precise and low cost techniques
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has potential in agriculture sector for the detection of plant pathogens.
Nanobiosensors have been used because of some advantages they have with
respect to traditional sensors, such as ultra-sensitivity, what allows the easy detection of virus, small particles and low concentrations of substances that could
be potentially harmful; also these devices work at atomic scale with highest efficiency and have increased surface to volume ratio. Nevertheless, it should be
mentioned that because of their sensitivity, nanosensors are error prone and are
still under early stage [31] [34].

2.5. Disinfectants
Elimination of contaminants (such as bacteria, fungi, and viruses) is the first step
of any successful investigation on in vitro plant tissue culture. One of the major
problems of in vitro plant culture techniques is chronic contamination by microorganisms [35]. Frequent application of conventional antibiotics and chemotherapeutic agents may be phytotoxic or may retard plant tissue growth [35].
In this regard, using AgNPs (with the size range of 35 nm) solution after surface sterilization has showed acceptable influence on the control of bacterial infection without any adverse effects on the growth characteristics of regenerated
valerian plantlets. However, there are some reports on ineffectiveness of AgNPs
on fungal contamination, likely due to AgNPs size. Antifungal activity of AgNPs
is size dependent, the smaller is the better [35].
On the other hand, the use of nanoparticles has been proposed as an alternative for plant disinfection. The mechanism of action consists of negative electrons resulting from the excitation of nanoparticles. This can also be used as a
disinfectant of bacteria, as when bacteria make contact with nanoparticles, the
excited electrons are injected into their bodies, which results in the bacterial removal from the object concerned, as in fruit packaging and food engineering
[36].

2.6. Genetic Material Delivery
Genetic transformation is a major branch of plant biotechnology [35]. Delivery
of genetic material such as DNA and small interfering RNA is important for the
development of pest, pathogen and stress resistant strains of crop plants by alteration of gene expression [15]. Gene delivery systems for plant transformation
face obstacles such as targeting of delivery system, transportation through the
cell membrane, uptake and degradation in end lysosomes and intracellular trafficking of DNA to the nucleus [15].
Nanobiotechnology offers a new set of tools to manipulate the genes using
nanoparticles, nanofibers and nanocapsules. Properly functionalized nanomaterials serve as transportation and could carry a larger number of genes as well as
compounds able to trigger gene expression or to control the release of genetic
material throughout time in plants [7].
Particle bombardment and Agrobacterium mediated transformation are two
DOI: 10.4236/jbnb.2019.102007
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applicable procedures for genetic transformation in plants albeit, it was shown
that Agrobacterium mediated transformation was notably efficient with the
lowest level of gene copy number. Moreover; Agrobacterium mediated transformation derived plants show a more stable transgene expression and low
transgene silencing. Nevertheless, in this technique, removal of surplus bacteria
after cultivation with conventional antibiotic is challengeable [35].
On the other hand, gene gun or particle bombardment is one of the popular
tools to deliver DNA into intact plant cells. Particles used for bombardment are
typically made of gold since they readily adsorb DNA and are non-toxic to cells
[37]. Experiments showed that the plasmid DNA transferred by gene gun method using gold capped nanoparticles was successfully expressed in intact tobacco and maize tissues [7].
However, gold NPs (5 - 25 nm) embedded carbon matrices were employed for
the delivery of DNA during transformation of plant cells that carried higher
amount of genetic material as compared to the microparticles. NPs had lower
plasmid and gold requirement as compared to the commercial micrometer-sized
gold particles. Moreover, plant-cell damage with the NPs was minimal with increased plant regeneration [15].
The major advantage is the simultaneous delivery of both DNA and effect or
molecules to the specific sites that results in site targeted delivery and expression
of chemicals and genes respectively [7].
Controlled biochemical manipulations in cells have been achieved through the
integration of carbon nanofibers which are surface modified with plasmid DNA
[7].
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) could also be regarded as a potential gene delivery
vector to plant cells. Single-stranded DNA wrapped around single wrap carbon
nanotubes was able to access the cytoplasm of walled plant cells. This could be a
promising observation to introduce short dsRNA pieces into the plant cell nucleus for small RNA-induced gene activation. Protoplasts could also be a target
for gene delivery where larger CNTs with adsorbed plasmids would be employed
to introduce genes-of-interest into the plant genome [38].
In addition to these vectors, nano-fibers/nanoparticles/nanovesicles with cationic nature have ability to precipitate negative charged DNA molecules and
bring into cell through nonporous of cell membrane. This process has similarity
with microinjection method of gene delivery [39]. Nanoparticulate cationic liposomes and cationic polymers are pursued as alternatives. Due to their permanent cationic charges interact electrostatically with negatively charged DNA to
form complexes (lipo- or polyplexes) [15].
Although liposomes formed from cationic phospholipids offer several advantages as vectors for gene delivery into plant cells such as ease of preparation, enhanced delivery of encapsulated DNA by membrane fusion, protection of nucleic acids from nuclease activity, targeting to specific cells, delivery into a variety
of cell types besides protoplasts by entry through plasmodesmata [3] [15]. Their
DOI: 10.4236/jbnb.2019.102007
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toxicity and relative low transfection efficiencies are disadvantageous as gene delivery vectors [15].
Polymer/DNA complexes are more stable than those involving cationic lipids,
and they protect DNA against nuclease degradation. Cationic polymers such as
chitosan are used to condense and deliver DNA both in vitro and in vivo. Biocompatibility, low immunogenicity and minimal cytotoxicity render chitosan
NPs (100 - 250 nm) a good alternative to viral or lipid mediated transfection
[15].
The ability of surface functionalized mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs)
to penetrate plant cell walls also opens up new ways to precisely manipulate gene
expression at single cell level by delivering DNA and its activators in a controlled
fashion [37].
Plasmid DNA molecules carrying a reporter gene can be encapsulated in
micrometer-sized calcium alginate beads referred to as “bio-beads”. These
bio-beads have a possibility for efficient transformation in plants [3].
The major advantage of this technology is the simultaneous delivery of both
DNA and effectors molecules to the specific sites that results in site targeted delivery and expression of chemicals and genes respectively. This is how the nanoparticle mediated plant transformation differs from the conventional genetic engineering methods (like electroporation, microinjection, etc.) [37].

2.7. Bar Coding
Barcodes are referred as a small symbol which is used for fast and easy identification. It contains a portable device which is powered by batteries and interfaced
with laptop or computers. It is multiplexed with various pathogen detectors and
has the potential to detect different pathogens simultaneously [39].
The applications of nanobarcodes include: DNA nano barcoding for pathogen
detection (such as Ebola and SARS); monitoring of bacterial systems; can be
used as a “nano-sensor” to detect water levels, soil nutrient information, and
chemical levels; tagging food packages (Pathogens, Temperature changes,
Leaks); biomolecular tracing; maximizes productivity; monitoring the quality of
agricultural products [39] [40].
Moreover, DNA barcoding methods are a simple, rapid, and low-cost method
for simultaneously detecting the presence of multiple bacteria and pathogen targets in the environment and foods [41]. Novel genes are being incorporated into
seeds and sold in the market which can be traced with the help of nanobarcodes
that are encodable, machine-readable, durable and sub-microsized taggants.
Disease spread through seeds and many times stored seeds are killed by pathogens [7].
South Korean researchers have developed a nano-DNA barcode system, which
have a specific nano particles adhere products. The small triangle of color
through nanotechnology, not only be visible signs of physical security, but also
be embedded in the barcode with nano materials ink. And the newly developed
DOI: 10.4236/jbnb.2019.102007
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nanoparticles invisible barcode, effectively preventing the barcode from fraud,
may give us real origin information by food traceability system [42].

2.8. Nanolaminates
The largest postharvest losses in fruit and vegetable crops are due to deterioration caused by microorganisms after harvest and during cold storage. Fruits, due
to their low pH, higher moisture content and nutrient composition are very susceptible to the attack of fungi, while vegetables are generally less acidic, and their
spoilage is usually by bacteria. Although it is very difficult to determine the full
extent of postharvest losses due to decay (i.e., attack by microorganisms and
physical damages), it is well known that these losses are significant [43].
Therefore, food packaging is one of the main focus of polymer nanotechnology and thus one of the major applications of nano-coatings once it is believed
that this technology can implement and improve the principal functions of existing packaging. Depending on the type of food, packaging materials need to satisfy different requirements in terms of light, moisture, water vapor and gas (i.e.
oxygen and carbon dioxide) barriers in order to avoid color or taste deterioration, loss of nutritional value and eventually growth of potential pathogens [44].
Nanolamination is a technique for protecting the food from moisture, lipids
and gases. Moreover, they can improve the texture and preserve color and odor
of the food [45]. Therefore, the application of nano-coatings can be of great
usefulness for food packaging once their significantly reduced thickness may
improve barrier properties while exchanging their resistance, flexibility and tension, as well as the food appearance. Moreover, nano-coating materials may provide other active functionalities such as antimicrobial activity [44]. The resulting
properties of nano-laminate coatings such as mechanical properties, gas permeability and swelling and wetting characteristics are influenced by the kind of
adsorbing materials utilized and also by the sequence, the total number of layers
and the conditions used for preparation (e.g., temperature, pH and ionic
strength) [43].
Nanolaminates are made up of two or more layers of nano-sized (1 - 100 nm)
thin foodgrade films which are used on a wide variety of foods: fruits, vegetables,
meats, etc. These are prepared from edible polysaccharides, proteins, and lipids
[45]. Studies show that polysaccharide- and protein-based nanolaminates are
good barriers against oxygen and carbon dioxide, but poor in protecting against
moisture. Whereas, lipid-based nanolaminates are good at protecting food from
moisture [4].
Other materials used for the nano-coatings, applied in a continuous process as
a thin amorphous film of 50 nm or less, include titanium dioxide. Another example is that of nano-selenium, which is being marketed as an additive to a tea
product in China for a number of (proclaimed) health benefits [46].
Previous studies have described the design and potential for use of emulsion-based nano-laminated biopolymer coatings produced using electrostatic
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deposition to produce novel encapsulation and delivery systems to control the
bioavailability of bioactive lipids. They also described the use of in vitro and in
vivo experiments necessary to study the efficacy of such coating systems. Findings included the utility of a chitosan coating to physically or chemically protect
an encapsulated bioactive component within a food product and achieve release
and bioaccessibility in the digestive tract after ingestion [47].
Current developments include safety and quality indicators that can be applied as labels or coatings to add an intelligent function to food packaging. For
example, to monitor the integrity of the packages sealed under vacuum or inert
atmosphere by detecting leaks, freeze-thaw-refreeze scenarios by detecting alterations in time-temperature, or microbial safety by detecting the deterioration of
foodstuffs. This area of application is likely to see a rapid growth in the future
[46].
In this matter, whey protein nano-coatings can also act as sensors mainly intended to monitor the condition of packaged food or the environment surrounding the food. This technology can provide real-time status of food freshness by using a visible indicator (i.e. thousands of nanocoatings may be designed
to fluoresce in different colors upon contact with food pathogens, chemical contaminants, or toxins in response to changes in environmental conditions e.g. pH,
temperature and moisture) [44].
It is suggested that barrier properties of nano-laminate coatings are improved
due to their nano-structure, which has an increased tortuosity resulting from the
electrostatic interactions between the nano-laminate’s components and also
from the interpenetration of the successively deposited layers that hampers gas
molecules migration through the structure [43].
Furthermore, nanoparticles can have a dual purpose: besides acting as carriers
of additives, they may also provide improvements in the mechanical and barrier
properties of the structures where they can be incorporated. However, the efficiency of nanolayer systems with a variety of features (e.g., antioxidant, antimicrobial and reduction in gas exchange) still remains little studied [43].

2.9. Nanoremediation
As previously mentioned, pesticides are an essential key part of agriculture, since
they allow the growth of crops by protecting them from pests that causes major
loses on yields [48]. Unfortunately, most of the pesticides being used nowadays
doesn’t completely reach the target and the leftovers end up contaminating the
surrounding soil, water and air resources and, finally, affect other living beings
like animals, plants and humans [49] [50]. For example, arsenic, chlorpyrifos
and benfuracarb are some of those pesticides being used that represent a huge
health risk on humans, since they are neurotoxic, cytotoxic and carcinogenic
[48] [49] [50].
With that being said, one major challenge that humans face these days is the
restoration of contaminated soil, water and air to reach a quality level in which
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they no longer represent an environmental and health harm [51] [52]. Nevertheless, traditional remediation techniques are not so effective, quite costly, laborious and may also produce its own contamination [50] [51] [52]. As a promising alternative, nanoremediation has been investigated and might be a less
costly and more effective solution to conventional remediation, as it relies on
certain nanomaterials, like nanoparticles, which have the capacity to react with
the pollutant, enable the transformation into less toxic compounds or immobilize it by adsorption [52].
Also, nanoremediation, compared to traditional remediation, offers some advantages, like less time to complete the cleanup process, since the NPs used have
higher surface area and, hence, are more reactive [50] [51] [52] [53]. Also, the
use of nanomaterials provides more technologies for in situ remediation, which
is less expensive, and avoids the necessity to excavate into the ground, the disposal of contaminated soil or “pump and treat” for groundwater [28] [50].
For instance, nanoscale titanium (IV) oxide is being investigated for the photocatalytic degradation of contaminants in air and water, like VOCs or NOx
[52]. Also, zero valent iron nanoparticles, also known as nZVI, have been widely
investigated in order to develop novel nanoremediation techniques [28] [49]
[50] [51] [52] [53]. These NPs are good electron donors and have shown capacity to remediate or degrade pesticides such as atrazine, lindane, chloroacetanilide,
molinate, malathion, chlorpyrifos, dinoseb, organochlorine pesticides and heavy
metals like arsenic, lead, mercury and zinc [49] [52]. Nevertheless, there are also
concerns because scientists haven’t fully investigated the behavior, toxicity and
impact on biological systems of the nZVI once they’re applied [28] [52].

3. Impact in Agriculture: Pros and Cons
As described above, nano biotechnology is characterized for designing and developing innovation materials at nanometer level for application in diverse areas.
Following this aspects, Nanotechnology presents great advantages for the development of new technologies according to agricultural requirements (Figure 2) [1].
The possibilities of innovation have increased after the incorporation of
emerging technologies such as nano and biotechnology, which impulse the
search of new market opportunities after the discovery of tools that improve
areas of global and commercial importance such as agriculture [54].
The use of this technology implies, in turn, the efficient use of resources and
time in the generation of research within agriculture, such as reproductive
science and technology, conversion of agricultural and food waste to generate
energy and other valuable byproducts, disease prevention and treatment of
common diseases and reducing the negative impacts of pollution due to the
excess use of pesticides and fertilizers [32].
Through technology, nanoscience has shown great potential in improving
food safety, quality, product traceability, nutrient delivery enhancing, packaging
performance, and improving agricultural and food processing [36]. These aspects are areas of application and development of agriculture in current times,
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Figure 2. Some applications of Nanobiotechnology in the agricultural sector.

nanotechnology present great advances in the use of resources, reduction of environmental impact and search for environmentally friendly technologies.
Modern agriculture has been shaped by the use of technology within basic
agriculture. Among the latest line of technological innovations, nanotechnology
is occupying an important place in the transformation of agriculture. The development of nanodevices and nanomaterials could open new applications in
plant biotechnology [5].
As detailed above, applications of nanomaterials in this areas includes the
germination and faster production of the plant, effective protection of plants
with a reduced environmental impact, as opposed to traditional approaches. In
addition, intelligent nanosensors are a viable option to detect pesticide residues
in the field [28].
In the other hand, studies have shown that, using nanomaterials is not intrinsically risky; but the use of certain nanometric materials in agriculture, water
and food have risks for human use and consumption, for the environment or for
both since their long-term impact has not been proven, such as the bioaccumulation of these materials. Likewise, is important to consider that biomagnification and biotransformation of nanoparticles genetically modified in food crops
are not yet well known. In addition, a good regulation of the entry of these materials into the food chain must be taken into account, or else, the manufactured
nanomaterial may represent a potential risk to humans, sand and animals [7].
The use of nanotechnology in agriculture offers great potential for significantly higher productivity and agricultural efficiency at a lower cost, less use of
pesticides and less waste of resources. Even so, is important to highlight that the
appearance of these applications in agriculture and other sectors has also raised
concerns about the impact of the use of these technologies on the safety of environmental and human health. Nanotoxicology, defined as the study of the toxiDOI: 10.4236/jbnb.2019.102007
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cology of the main components of nanometric materials, has developed an effort
to answer critical questions about the hazard, the exposure and the ultimate risk
[8] [55].
In the same way, in the use of nanoparticles, diffusion in nature and a possible
toxicity must be controlled, size impact of the use of these components within
the area of agriculture for the innovative development of technologies in this
area.

4. Future Perspectives
Currently, the main objective of nanotechnology research focuses on applications in the field of electronics, energy, medicine and life sciences, areas that are
commonly in constant investigation for their impact at the social and commercial level. On the other hand, agriculture is not considered a powerful industry,
so the research directed to these issues is considerably smaller. While nanochemical pesticides are already in use, other applications are still in their early
stages, and it may be many years before they are commercialized or reach the
public [5]. Due to this there is a broad path for the study of new research areas
within agriculture.
Since nanobiotechnology is use to develop advanced tools in agriculture, the
toxicity of nanoparticles is a recurrent theme in many research studies. Integrating “sustainable development” and considering the “environmental impact”
are the challenges that nanotechnology has for the use of new resources within
agriculture [9].
Studies have shown that the majority of companies dedicated to capital for
research in nanotechnology focus on the search of devices with high technological demand and therefore monetary. Consequently, concerns in agriculture are
still not a priority, so studies should be conducted on the importance and economic impact of nanotechnology within this area.
So far, ethical and social issues about nanobiotechnology have not been an
important issue for many researchers in this area. Therefore, it is proposed to
generate initiatives to anticipate the ethical and social problems that may arise
during the development of nanobiotechnology, in order to respond proactively
and responsibly to the probable public, media and political problems [56].
Likewise, highly detailed information of how plants respond to exposure and
the molecular-level effects when nanomaterials are introducing into the plant
and the correlations between physiological and biochemical parameters should
be provided to bring more complete understanding effects of toxicity. Between
the information that must be provided includes aspects such as the study of low
dose exposures with sensitive endpoints, transgenerational studies, impacts on
nutritional quality, co-contaminant effects and the impacts of exudation and
microbial activity on particle fate and dynamics [7]. As shown in Figure 3, nanoparticles must have specific characteristics to be used in agriculture so they
must be guaranteed for their consequent use within this industry [57].
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Figure 3. Properties that nanomaterials must have for their use in agriculture [57].

5. Conclusions
Nanobiotechnology is characterized as a science with innovative features that
has the possibility to generate high technology tools for the development of sustainable fields such as agriculture. Among these features are the development of
materials in nanometric scale (1 - 100) nm that have versatile characteristics according to their size and manufacturing form such as hydrophobicity, permeability, pH, etc.
For the agriculture sector, the properties and possibilities of nanotechnology
in this area are high reactivity, enhanced bioavailability and bioactivity, adherence effects and surface effects of nanoparticles. Nanotechnology comes as an
innovative technology that may have the solutions to many of the issues that the
humans and agricultural industry have been facing.
Among the predominant areas in which nanotechnology has developed in
agriculture in recent years are nanofertilizers, nanopesticides, disinfectants, genetic material delivery, nanolaminates, nanosensors, irrigation, bar coding, etc.
Using this technology, modern agriculture has been shaped and nanotechnology
is occupying an important place in the transformation of agriculture. The development of nanodevices and nanomaterials could open new applications in
plant biotechnology.
Even so, it is important to highlight that the appearance of these applications in
agriculture and other sectors has also raised concerns about the impact of the
use of these technologies on the safety of environmental and human health.
Therefore, it is important to develop adequate studies about the possible toxicity of nanomaterials on agriculture so that its proper use is made possible in
the improvement of the processes that this field requires in the future. Likewise,
it should be made aware of researchers and investors about the importance of
developing technological tools within agriculture to reduce the use of natural
resources and the environmental impact caused by the excessive use of chemicals.
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